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PREFACE

The work reported here was performed in the Optical Sciences
Laboratory, which is part of the Advanced Concepts Division at ERIN.
The work was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency under the direction of Dr. John A. Neff and was monitored by
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract No.
F49620-84-C-0067. Col. Robert Carter was program manager for the
AFOSR during the initial phases of this program and was replaced by
Dr. Lee Giles later on in the program.

This semi-annual technical report covers work performed from 15
June 1984 to 15 February 1985. The principal investigator at ERIN
was Dr. Lauren N. Peterson and Patrick Hamilton was a major contribu-
tor to the experimental work.
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OPTICAL SWITCHING BY STIMULATED THERMAL
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

1
INTRODUCTION AND SUIMARY

During the first experimental phases, attempts were made to ex-

plore stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering (STRS) based upon gen-

erator experiments. Conventional 180" backscattered STRS [1-4) was

pursued using usual spherical optics and also the less conventional

900 scattering which was proposed by us using cylindrical optics.

Neither effects were observed, probably due to the limited power

output of our pulsed dye laser source. Significant power is required

for generator experiments since the source of the STRS is only spon-

taneous Rayleigh noise. Also, the multi-longitudinal mode output of

the dye laser may have been an additional deterrent.

The generator experiments were therefore temporarily abandoned

in favor of more basic and controllable amplifier experiments. Here,

instead of a signal which originates from spontaneous noise, a signal

of chosen magnitude, direction, and frequency is injected and gain

is measured parametrically.

Using spherical optics and a single beam of focused pump radia-

tion, the gain favors scattering at the larger angles. Since the

interaction region is longest along the optic axis, 1800 backscatter-

ing is maximum. Gain experiments were therefore conducted with a

forward traveling pump and a backward traveling probe beam whose

frequency could be shifted using an acousto-optic modulator. Gain

was observed using eosine dye in ethanol. The gain was found to

increase with increasing pump power while the gain coefficient was

found to decrease with increasing pump power. Gain was found to

maximize at about 0.08 cm/Mw for an absorption coefficient of about

2.6 cm"1 .



2
GENERATOR EXPERIMENT

Experiments were attempted to observe 90° STRS (Appendix A-3) in

absorbing liquids using cylindrical optics as shown in Figure 2-1.

Radiation from our Molectron SP-1O nitrogen laser pumped dye laser
(Table I and Figure 2-2) was weakly focused in one dimension using

an 80 mm focal length cylindrical lens, and tightly focused using a

25 mm or 18 m focal length microscope objective. The presence of

the cylindrical lens results in two orthogonal lines of focus to be

formed. A glass cuvette containing a liquid sample was placed so

that the first and horizontal line focus was situated at its center.
An f/2 camera lens was used to gather radiation emanating from this

line focus and direct this radiation to an RCA 1P28 photomultiplier

tube. Appropriate baffling was required to prevent light scattered

by the cuvette walls from getting to the PM tube.

The Molectron SP-10 laser was operated using coumarine 500 dye

with output at 0.5 pm and rhodamine 6 G at 0.59 pm to provide pump

radiation. A sample cuvette filled with water to which a drop of

milk was added as a scatterer facilitated the alignment process.

Methanol, carbon disulfide, and carbon tetrachloride solvents were

used along with iodine as an absorber for observing STRS. Although

several solvents and numerous dye concentrations (absorptlvities from

0.3 to 2.0 cm"1 ) were used, no significant scattering attributable

to STRS was observed.

2



Lc Ls  Sample

Baffle'/

Camera
Lens

PM Tube

Figure 2-1 Generator Experiment. The dotted lines
represent rays in a plane orthogonal to
that of the figure resulting in a line
focus within the sample.
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TABLE I
MOLECTRON SP-10 LASER SPECIFICATIONS

N2 Laser

Wavelength 337.1 nm
Energy per Pulse 0.5 i

Pulse Width 9 * 0.5 nsec

Peak Power 50 KW

Beam Size 1.5 x 25 mm

Beam Divergence 7 x 0.8 mrad (half angle)
Radiation Rate 0 - 120 pps
Gas Pressure 25 torr

Dye Laser

Wavelength Range 360 - 740 nm
Line Width (FWHM) 0.3 rum, 12 cm- 1 , 360 GHz

Pulse Width 7 nsec

Beam Diameter 0.6 mm (nominal)

Cavity Length 12 cm

Coumarin 500 Rhodamine 6 G

(500 nm) (590 nm)

Peak Power 10 Kw 5 Kw

Energy per Pulse 70 AJ 35 MJ

*Dye cuvette with stirrer; Littrow grating.

4
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3
GAIN EXPERIMENTS

Generator experiments in stimulated scattering rely upon sponta-

neous scattering or spontaneous noise as the initiating signal which

is amplified to levels approaching the magnitude of the pump laser

itself. Since the spontaneous scattered radiation is extremely weak,

total gains on the order of e30, 1013 or 130 dB are required.

(Spontaneous scattering has an efficiency of about 10.6 and is

omnidirectional, scattering the light into a full 4 , steradians.

The laser and stimulated scattering, however, are unidirectional with

a divergence of only about 10- 3 radians or a solid angle of only

10-6 steradian. Spontaneous scattering therefore provides only

10 -6 x 10-6+ 41 or about 10-13 of the incident radiation to

initiate the stimulated scattering process.) If however, a modest

signal at the control of the experimenter, is injected with the

proper characteristics, amplification or gains as small as e0 .1 or

0.5 dB can be measured.

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

First attempts were made to obtain gain in the 900, transverse

geometry of Figure 2-1, but this was quickly abandoned due to the

difficulty of injecting a signal beam along the tranverse focal vol-

ume whose dimensions were only about 15 x 500 x 500 gm. The longi-

tudinal geometry of Figure 3-1 was adopted and uses strictly spheri-

cal optics such that gain is measured in the backward direction.

Radiation from the Molectron SP-10 nitrogen laser pumped dye
laser (5.5 kw, 44 vJ, 7 nsec at 0.51 gm) was focused into the 1 cm

square sample cuvette using a 48 mm focal length microscope objective

lens L2. A variable neutral density filter, N, was used to control

the power level of this pump radiation, and a beamsplitter, S2,

which preceeded the focusing lens was used to sample the radiation

6
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and direct it to a high-speed PIN (HP 4203) photodiode, D1.

Roughly 2 percent of the pump radiation was directed, using an un-

coated microflat plate beamsplitter, S1, along a separate path to

the sample cell. This radiation could be up- or down-shifted in

frequency from 30 to 50 MHz (or possibly multiples of these frequen-

cies if higher orders were used) using an acousto-optical cell before

being focused into the sample cuvette using another 48 m focal

length microscope objective lens Li. With care, the two opposing

beams could be made precisely counterpropagating but precise overlap

of the two beams at their 30 gm diameter focus was difficult. It

was found that the power density (- 109w/cm 2) of the focused

pump beam was sufficient to burn a small hole through a piece of

metal foil held in place at the center of the cuvette within the

liquid sample. Transverse displacement of the probing signal beam

by transverse alignment of the focusing lens optimized the

transmission of the probe radiation through the burned aperture.

The same beamsplitter, S2 ,  which sampled the incident pump

radiation was used to sample the transmitted probe radiation as

shown in the figure. Gain was indicated if the signal at this

second detector was greater in the presence of the pump radiation

than in its absence.

3.2 GAIN MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were made using the experimental configuration,

shown in Figure 3-1, with the Molectron SP-10 nitrogen laser pumped
dye laser. Approximately 0.1 percent or 5 watts of peak power was

focused into the sample cuvette using lens Ll , and the signal

level was measured using detector D2 in the absence of any pump

radiation. In the presence of pump radiation (variable up to 5 KW),

focused into the cuvette by lens L2 , an increase in signal at de-

tector D2 is indicative of gain, or amplification of the probe
beam. (Pump light backscattered from lens L2, the sample cuvette

or any other optics was determined by blocking the probe beam and

8



measuring the radiation at 02. This level was subtracted from the
measurements at D2 in determining the gain.)

Gain measurements were attempted for several solvent-dye combina-
tions including CS2, CC14, CH30H and C2H5OH with 12 'or

eosine. Significant gain was measured using eosine dye in ethanol,
absorption coefficients of about 0.9 cm 1 at 500 nm and 2.6 cm- 1

at 52.5 nm. Figure 3-2 shows how the gain (nT ) and gain coeffi-

cient (g) vary as a function of the incident pump power level for
the laser tuned to the two different wavelengths. The nonlinear

gain increases with increasing pump power while the gain coefficient

decreases with pump power. We assume that the gain mechanism is due

to the beating between the strong pump radiation and the weak probe
radiation to create a standing wave fringe pattern in the sample.
Through absorption and thermalization, a standing wave phase grating

is formed, which is able to diffract (Bragg reflect) the incoming
pump radiation. The amplified probe radiation is actually reflected
copropagating pump radiation.

Phase matching of the Bragg reflected pump radiation with the
probe radiation should, according to STRS theory [1, 3, 4], require

a slightly higher frequency for the probe beam relative to the pump
beam (a slightly lower frequency should lead to Bragg reflection of
the probe radiation, i.e., loss for the probe beam and amplification
for the pump beam). We observed no difference in gain between un-

shifted probe radiation and probe radiation which was either up- or

down-shifted by 40 MHz in our experiments.

The gain coefficients in Figure 3-2 are significantly less than

the 0.2 cm/Mw which is considered typical for STRS [2-4]. These low
values and our inability to generate STRS from spontaneous noise

[Section 2) may be due to the multimode nature of the dye laser out-
put. From Table 1, according to the manufacturers specifications,

the laser linewidth is about 360 GHz (or more) whereas the separation

9
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between laser resonator modes (c/2L) is 2.5 GHz leading us to expect
about 144 modes oscillating simultaneously. Since the average laser

power per mode is the total power divided by the number of modes,
the gain coefficient per mode may therefore be increased by a factor

equal to the number of modes. Or, examining the theoretical equation

for the gain [1,3,4], a broadband laser can be expected to have a
gain coefficient which is reduced by a factor of r L/rR (where
rL and rr are laser and Rayleigh linewidths respectively) over

that for a narrow (r L << rR) laser linewidth.

11
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SUMMARY

Preliminary experiments were conducted which examined stimulated
thermal Rayleigh scattering as a mechanism for achieving optical
control functions. Generator experiments for producing high inten-
sity directional scattered radiation which originates from amplified
spontaneous noise radiation requiring gain on the order of e30 was
not observed with our pulsed nitrogen laser pumped dye laser.

Amplifier experiments were successful and gains on the order of
e2 were observed for eosine dye in ethanol with an absorption
coefficient of about 2.6 cm-1. The greatest gain coefficient
which we measured was 0.08 cu/Mw and is within a factor of 3 of what
is considered typical for STRS [3].

The inability to observe STRS which is amplified from
spontaneous noise and the low gain observed in the amplifier
experiments is likely attributable to the spectrally broad,
multi-longitudinal mode laser output of our dye laser. The use of a
spectrally narrower laser, either by modification of our existing
laser or by purchasing a replacement laser, will be pursued in
subsequent phases of this program.

12



APPENDIX A-1
PHASE MATCHING

Any gain imparted to the probing signal radiation is presumeably
a consequence of the beating between the signal radiation and the
pump radiation which leads to a standing wave or fringe pattern in
the interaction medium. If the probe radiation is exactly the same
frequency as the pump radiation, then the fringe pattern is station-
ary in space. If the probe radiation frequency is different from
the pump frequency, then the fringe pattern moves longitudinally.
This motion may serve to provide phase matching in the two-wave mix-
ing process.

The interference pattern created by the interaction of the
counter-propagating beams leads to a thermal fringe pattern due to
the absorption by the dye present in the liquid sample. This thermal
fringe pattern leads to a refractive index fringe pattern or phase
grating according to the magnitude of dn/dT for the liquid solvent
(-dn/dT - 10 40K-1  for liquids [5J and 10- oK-1  for solids
[6J). Since the standing wave spatial periodicity is x /2n, the
Bragg condition for 180* backscattering of the pump radiation is
satisfied. What appears as gain of the probe signal radiation is
actually pump radiation which has been redirected (reflected) by
Bragg scattering to propagate with the transmitted signal radiation.

If the path length difference between the pump beam and the probe
beam, measured from the beamsplitter to the focal region in the
cuvette is greater than the coherence length of the laser, then the
instantaneous frequency of the pump and probe beams will be different

enough such that the interference fringes will move back and forth
in time such that the time averaged pattern is washed out and little

or no gain can be expected. If, however, the path lengths are equal
to within a coherence length, and the fringes can be made to move at
a slow, constant velocity, then the gain might be enhanced due to

13



enhanced phase matching between the scattered pump radiation and the
transmitted probe radiation. The velocity, v, for enhanced phase
matching would approximately correspond to motion of a half-
wavelength in the time corresponding to the thermal relaxation time,
i.e., v - x/2T. This fringe motion can be established by shifting

the frequency of the probe radiation by an amount

Av . 2 -v . 2 T

Lv*1
AV aI

T

Since thermal relaxation times are on the order of 10-8 sec [7],
this would correspond to frequency offsets on the order of 100 MHz.
This is in the range of acousto-optic beam deflectors. We note that
r is of the same order of magnitude as the duration of the laser
pulse such that the fringe pattern moves a fraction of a fringe or a
few fringes at the most during the time of the pulse.

14



APPENDIX A-2
GAIN COMPUTATIONS

The gain of the pump-probe interaction in the liquid-dye sample

was determined using measurements depicted in Figure A2-1. Pump
radiation incident from the left in Figure A2-1(a) interacts with

the signal or probe radiation incident from the right to provide
amplification or gain to that probe radiation. The amplified radia-

tion intensity is detected using the beamsplitter, BS, and the de-
tector shown, and is represented by a measurement Va .  The probe
or signal radiation in the absence of gain is measured as Vp in

Figure A2-1(b) and is attained by simply blocking the incident pump

*adiation prior to the beamsplitter. Since the pump radiation is

much stronger than the probe radiation, background radiation due to

scattering or reflections from the beamsplitter, lenses, windows or
the liquid sample, may be significant. This background is measured
by Vb, shown in Figure A2-1(c) by simply blocking the incident

probe radiation.

The iain is assumed to be exponential, such that the transmission

of the sample in the presence of pump radiation is

T I out Va " v b
i 1n " p

The gain coefficient g is computed-as

on V -V

Qn a abM

The I in the denominator is the intensity of the pumping radiation

multiplied by the interaction length I in the focal region where the
stimulated scattering and the gain occur. (This might be considered
as a special case of forced Rayletigh scattering [8] where e . 180"

and the pump radiation is its own degenerate probe.) The pump

15
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(a) Signal Radiation Gain

(b) Signal Alone

(c) Scattered Pump Radiation

Figure A2-1 Gain Measurements. Pump radiation is
designated by a double arrow; probe and

stray radiation are designated by a single
arrow.
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intensity in the focal region in watts cm- 2 is simply the raw
laser power, PL' divided by t~e area of the waist whose diameter
is 6. The length, 1, of the focal region where the intensity is
highest and where the nonlinear optical interaction occurs is defined

as the confocal parameter [9] or the Rayleigh range [10)

i2

Therefore, we have

PL F 62

P L

To first order, I is independent of focal spot size or interaction

length and therefore is Independent of the choice of focal length or
f-number of focusing optic. We may write our final equation for the

gain coefficient as

In( Va - Vb')
Ap cm

g ~ wattf

17



APPENDIX A-3
STIMULATED SCATTERING AT 90'

Stimulated scattering is commonly observed in the backward (180*)
direction not because the gain is greatest for this direction but
because of the geometry of the propagating beam of radiation. The
nonlinear amplification depends upon the field intensity of the radi-
ation and upon the nonlinear susceptibility of the material medium.
In the focal region of a spherical lens as shown in Figure A3-1, the
field intensity is high and the coefficient, g, for SBS and STRS is
roughly the same in all but the forward direction. (More precisely,
a sin */2 distribution is encountered.) Although the gain coeff i-
cient for a given medium. is roughly constant, the amplification proc-
ess is exponential as

I (1 (0) e ILe

where I is the laser intensity I is the stimulated scattered
radiation and I1 is the interaction length. Although there is ampli-
fication of radiation in all directions in Figure A3-1, I1 is very
small in all except the forward and backward directions. For such a
geometry, since g is zero in the forward direction, this leaves stim-
ulated scattering in the backward direction i.e., for o - 1800. (We
note that the gain coefficient for SRS is high in the forward direc-
tion also and as such, SRS is observed in both the forward and back-
ward directions using the geometry of Figure A3-1.)

If we consider a material medium in Figure A3-2 to be the same
as that in Figure A3-1, then the gain coefficient, g, should be the
same. Since a cylindrical rather than a spherical lens is used how-
ever, the focal volume is now an elongated region which is oriented
transverse to the direction of propagation of the radiation. Since
I is longest for a scattering angle, 9, of 90* amplification can be
expected to be greatest in this direction.

18



Figure A3-1 Longitudinal focal geometry
using a spherical lens

Figure A3-2 Transverse focal geometry

using a cylindrical lens
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Examining this gain process on a microscopic scale, Figure A3-1
can be used to visualize the Interference between backscattered radi-

ation and forward propagating laser radiation to produce interference

fringes whose Iso-density planes are perpendicular to the laser prop-

agation. The planes are separated by x 0 /2n and are able to Bragg

reflect incoming laser radiation. In Figure A3-2, the dominant
interference is between 900 scattered radiation and the forward prop-

agating laser radiation to create Iso-density fringes oriented at a

45° angle. These fringes behave as a 450 (Bragg) mirror to reflect

the laser radiation at 90. The reflected radiation and laser radia-

tion interfere together to further amplify the isodensity fringe
planes which enhances their reflectivity. The Iso-density planes

are phase gratings which grow exponentially to strongly reflect the

incident laser radiation. The reflected radiation also grows expo-

nentially until the incident laser radiation is depleted.

20
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APPENDIX A-4
OPTICAL CONTROL USING STIMULATED LIGHT SCATTERING

Lauren M. Peterson
Optical Engineering, Vol. 25, No. 1

January 1986, pp. 103-107
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Optical control using stimulated light scattering

Lauren M. Peterson Abstract. The use of stimulated light scattering as a means for achieving
Environmental Research Institute of optical control functions directed toward an optical computer is described.

Michigan Stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering is seen to be a preferred nonlinear
Infrared and Optics Division optical mechanism when compared with the more familiar stimulated
P.O. Box sole Reman and stimulated Brillouin scattering. It possesses the highest gain.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 the lowest threshold, and scattered radiation that is approximately thesame frequency as the inducing radiation. Optical control functions such

as optical bistable switching, optical amplification, and optical limiting or
clipping are described.

Subject terms: digital optical computing; nonlinear optics: stimulated scattering;
stimulated thermal Raleigh scattering.

Optical Emngpnering 25&?L 103-107 (JanuarV 1986).

CONTENTS 2. STIMULATED SCATTERING
I. Intrtduction Optical radiation passing through a material medium is
2. Stimulated scattering weakly scattered in all directions by random fluctuations in

2. I. Gain cquatinns the index of refraction. This scattering process may be viewed
2.2. Phase matching as 2 diffraction phenomenon in which the random index fluc-

3. Optical impleCmntations3. l. Optical histable switching tuations are Fourier-dectompqscd into a three-dimcnsiomzl
3.2. Optical amplification collection of sinusoidal phase gratings representing a con-3.3. Off-als gemetry tinuum of spatial frequencies and a continuum of orientations
3.4. Optical limitinglclipping in space. i.e.. a continuum of grating k-vectors. Random

4. l)i cu. ion acoustic disturbances in the medium lead to phase gratings
5. Summary and conclusions that propagate at the speed oI" sound. and random temperature
6. Acknowledgments variations in the medium lead to nonpropagating phase grat-
7. References inu' with linite lifetimes. The former leads to rpontancou,

lrillouin scattering. and the latter Icads to spontancou,
I. INTROI)UCTION Rayleigh scattering.
Of the stimulated Scattering mechanisms. stimulated Raman Experiments using high power ruby lasers'- 4 showed that
scattering (SRS) is probably the best known. It is used Pi- those Fourier components that lead to backscattered radiation
marily as a frequency-shifting mechanism for generating new will beat with the forward-traveling laser radiation in the
wavelengths froim pulsed lasers. Stimulated Brillouin scatter- presence of a nonlinear medium to generate a density wave
ing (SBS) is known primarily for its undesirable characteris- that precisely matches the phase grating that causes the spon-
tics of (I) inducing damage in material media, including taneous scattering. The magnitude of the phase grating is
solid-state laser rods. (2) being a limiting mechanism for thereby amplified, which leads to more backscattering and so
SRS. and (3) limiting the amount of radiation power density on. This process continues on a subnanosecond time scale.
that can be tolerated in liber and integrated optical wave- and if the power density of the laser is adequate and the
guides. Because the attributes of SBS have been primarily material medium is sufficientlv nonlinear, then most of the
negative, work is generally directed toward eliminating its laser radiation can be redirected into the backward direction.
presence. Stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering (STRS) is Such intense scattering is relerred to as stimulated scattering.
similar to SRS and SBS but is less well known since like SBS If the amplified material wave is a propagating acoustic wave
practical applications have yet to be demonstrated and unlike (acoustic phonon) and the radiation is Doppler-shifted. this is
SBS it is seen only in media that are specially pIrepared to be stimulated Brillouin scattering. If the material wave is a non-
adequately absorbing. In this paper. we describe the mechan- propagating thermal wave. this is stimulated thermal Rayleigh
ism of stimulated scattering and show how STRS in particular scattering. IStimulsted Raman scattering and stimulated Ray-
can be put to use as an optically bistable switch, an amplifier leigh wing scattering (SRWS) are analogous processes in-
of optical radiation, and an optical limiter. volving optical phonons and orientational fluctuations, re-

spectively. I
Invited Paper 0T-1 III recci~cd etrA. 12. tI.; nvviwd manuicripi rcceived
Ocl.. . I915: accepwed ler pu iolical Oct. 3. I9.1: reveived by Mansling 2. 1. Gain equationEditor Oct. 9. 194lS.
* 196 society of Phoo-Opical Ilmsnamenstio Enliners. The theory for SBS and STRS shows that electrostriction and

OPTICAL WGERINO / Jaanuar I / Vol. 25 No. I / 103
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absorptive heating. respectively. are the mechanisms that lead TABLE 1. Typical Gain Factors g. Frequency Difference. v., and Life.
to a nonlinear polarization of the material mcdium.'- This times r of Stimulated Scatterng Phenomene
nonlinear polarization provides a driving tern in Maxwell's g lcmMW) AV 1cm ') T ns)
wave equation and leads to coupling between the strong inci-
dent and weak scaitcred radiation to amplify the latter. The SOS 0.0S 0.1 0.1 to I

unsaturated amplification is found to be exponential as STRS
Transparent media 0.0002 10-

3 20Absorption-assisted 0.2 10 2 20
SRWS 0.001 so 0.001

where $ is the gain coefficient for stimulated scattering. IL is SRS 0.002 1000 0.01

the incident laser intensity, I is the interaction length in the SCSI 0.001 10 1 5
nonlinear medium, and Is0) and INOI) are the scattered radia- *Stimulated concentration scattering
tion intensities before and after amplification, respectively.

Table I provides representative values of the gain coeffi-
cient for the different stimulated processes.' Also included in
the table are the magnitudes of the frequency shift A of the phase matching. are assured for stimulated scattering, pro-

scattered radiation compared to the incident laser radiation. vided that the laser spectral linewidth is adequately narrow in
and the lifetimes of the stimulated processes. generator experiments where amplification originate,; from

Although STRS is not as well known as SOS and SRS. the spo tancously scattered noise radiation. For amplification ex-
gain obf :ib.Irl.bn-;ss'isis-d S IRS is signifi'anlly gr'atcr. perioents using aui iipc'teul %igival. toh the pump arl %ijiial
"Absorption-assisted'" means that an absorbing dye has been radiation nut be sulliciently narrow in lincwidth and prop-
added to the material medium to enhance the thernal interac- erly matched in frequency. A slight Stokes shift in frequcncy.
tion. Another feature of SIRS that makes it more valuable equal to one-half the laser lincwidth or lcs., may be requirc(l
that the other stimulated processes for optical switching and of the signal radiation in rdcr Ir it to experience maximumcontrol is its small frequency shift. Whereas all of the other gain.
cotroisimulat posmal r frequency shifts that corre- The Fourier component of the random density fluctuationstimulated processes represent frqec hfsta of- that initiates the stimulated scattering satisties the Braggspond to many laser linewidths. the STRS shift is less than a condition"
single laser linewidth and for many purposes may be con-
sidered as essentially unshifted in frequency.

Herman and Gray - have placed SBS and STRS onto a firm A - 2,A pin (4 . '
theoretical ground using the hydrodynamic equations modi-
fled to include the effects of electrostriction ISBS) and ab-
sorptive heating (STRS) to describe the effect of the radiation where A is the spatial period of the Fourier component and H
on the density of the medium. The density fluctuations couple is the angle through which an incident photon is scattered.
to Maxwell's wave equation. which when solved provides an The scattered photon with wave vector k, beats with the
expression for the imaginary part of the nonlinear susceptibil- incident radiation k, to generate a new density wave with
ity XNL" For STRS one obtains'"  wave vector K satisfying the momentum matching condition

Ini %"it, = IL4 (n .2): Ic k, -kI. + K.(5

,W Equations (4) and (5) are equivalent since Oisthe
x (2) angle between ki and k, and the grating vector K = 2Tir \

.1:-tl'/2 +" I'.i2): The generated wave is identical to the initial Fourier coin-
ponct.

where P, is the mtolecular ilarizahititv. M is the molecular Radiation of finite linewidth produces density waves, or
mass. in +2) 2/9 is a local field correction. 0 is the thermal phase gratings. whose spatial frequencies are distributed. To
expansion coefficient. n is the refractive index. c is the speed assure phase matching of the scattered radiation, or equiva-
of light in vacuum. a is the absorption coefficient. 'y is the lently to assure that the superposition of phase gratings is not
ratio of specific heats. c, is the specific heat at constant washed out. the spectral linewidth of the laser radiation in
volume. Aw = w. - wqs is the difference between the laser wave numbers must be much less than the reciprocal of the
radian frequency and that of the scattered light, and F,. and rR interaction length 1. This should not be a problem for most
are the laser linewidth and spontaneous Rayleigh linewidth. laser sources.
respectively. The gain coefficient can be expressed as Phase matching of the scattered radiation is entailed in the

2w Im X ITR theoretical analysis of Herman and Gray.' It is manifest in
I - (3) the frequency-dependent part of Eq. (2). For an infinitesi-

X.n.'.,. mally narrow laser ir,. - 01. the gain maximizes at Aw - r,
This l'R is equal to the reciprocal of the lifetime of the thermal

where A. is the wavelength of the radiation and t,, is the grating. The I',. that appears with ['a is due to the convolution
dielectric constant in vacuum, of the laser profile with the ideal lain profile.

It should he stressed that the physical mechanism of the
2.2. Plkmm maehlnl stimulated scattering interaction is essentially the same oft-

In order to have gain in an optical interaction, the generated axis as it is on-axis for backscattering. Stimulated backscat-
photons must be in phase with each other. Gain. and therefore tering is routinely demonstrated primarily because spherical
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lenses arc commonly tied thai prihce an axial focal volurte.
If optics are used ilial lpr, idle the longest interaction length in
an off-axis direction I uine an ott-axis resonator" or cylindri-
cal optics), then off-i,; itimulated scattering dominates.JL L

3. OPTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS

Stimulated scattering processes have been studied primarily
with the goal of understanding the particular radiation-matter
interactions involved. Although much excellent experimental FIg. 1. Generator expertimnt for stimulfated sattering. Detectors D.
work has been conducted in stimulated scattering, very little D,. MW o measure incident, transmdtte., and stimulated radtation.
creativity has been expressed (except for SRS)* in the use of respectvely, for Interactions In nontineer medium M.
multiply interacting beams, resonant cavities, or novel optical
geometrics in order to find useful applications for the phe-
nomena. In the following we present optical control functions
implemented with the standard on-axis optical beam geometry (a)
and also control functions implemented using cylindrical, or rm
possibly conical. optics.

3.21. Optical bistable switching T
lig ure I %how- , lit ,laidardl experinental configtration for 0
generating stimulated cattered radialion. Since poiwcr den-
sities of MW/cm: are required to see these nonlinear effect%. Is
the laser radiation is focused into the material nedium. Figure
2(a) depicts the incident laser pulse intensity I as a function of
time (typical times correspond to tens of nanoseconds). and (bI
the transmitted and backscattered intensities II and Is. respec-
tively. Experiments studying SBS show the existence of a
distinct threshold that is characteristic (if stimulated scatcr-
ing. followed by strong hackscattercd radiation. A steady-
state condition can be observed shortly altcr the threshold is
exceeded.' "' I

Figure 2fbi shows that optical bistability is manifested in 0
thc %timulatcd interaction. A% the incident radiation incre;%s. Ith
no backscattcrcil %ave i% i'hsencru tinitil the tlireitld is e- Fi. 2. M Tem1orel chracteristics of stimlated scatterin. 1. 1,. and
ceeded. Beyond thrcshold the backscattcred intensity in- Is are the Incident, transmitted, Wa stfiulted radiation. respec.
creases with that of the incident radiation. Once the maximum tively. Ibi Etae charactetic of simul satrn.
I,,, is reachcd and I falls to smaller valucs. Is follows the same
path until I approaches its threshold value 1,,. at which povint
the downward path dilfer, Irom the upward path. This region 3. a Memetry
of hysteresis. or nciniory. is the bistable region and possess The varous slaedtt
the rtential for utic as an optically hitable switch. The variostimulated scattering mechanism, compete %kith

each other for the lacr energy. and the one with the largcst
gain is the one that is stiniulated. Suppression of SOJS in order

3.2. Optical amplificatlion to observe SRS is commonly known. It is less well known that
Equation 11) and the discussion above show that, in generator a given stimulated scattering mechanism also competes %%ith
experiments such as depicted in Figs. I and 2. spontaneous itself based upon geometrical considerations.
noise behaves as a %'eak ,ignal that undergoes orders of mag- Mot ,timulatcd scatterings are observed on-axi-, hc .u,.e
nitude I (-e"') of amplification in generating the strong back- the interaction length I in Eq. (1) is greatest in the backwsard
scattered stimulated radiation. One would expect. and it has or forward direction such that the amplification is stroneest
indeed been observed experimentally. ' ii that operation on-axis. If a resonant cavity is placed off-axis around the
below threshold leads to amplification of counterpropagating interaction region such that the cavity center line estahlihes
signal radiation. The primary requirement for.the injected the direction of maximum gain. then the stimulated scattering
signal radiation is that it be spectrally narrow and match the is observed in the off-axis direction. This has been observed
frequency of the strong pumping radiation. This is most easily with SBS.'
accomplished by deriving both the pump and signal beams The use of cylindrical, or possibly conical, optics might
from the same laser source. also provide a useful means of achieving off-axis gain and

Amplification should also be possible in an dff-axis switching. Figure 34a) depicts the line focus obtained when a
geometry. as described in the following section. beam of laser radiation is focused by a cylindrical lens. Spon.

taneous scattering occurs in all directions, and the highest
*Nonlinear Roman spictroscopies such as CARS and RIKES are use- gain is within the line focus where I is the highest. To execd
ful offpring of SRS that resulted from creative experimeints using threshold for stimulated scattering, however, requires that the
novel opt"al geomtnes. gain exceed the loss. The gain is highest along the direction of
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0O) gain is nonlinear, the stimulatcd scattered radiation is
modulated with a greater amplitude.

3.4 Optical limlitiuf/Ilpii
The last optical control function discussed is that of limiting
or clipping. Figure 2 shows this most clearly. Once threshold
hasbeen exceeded, excessive radiation is converted into stim-
ulated radiation 1%. such that the radiation remaining in the
incident beam IT is of nearly constant intensity.

4. DISCUSSION
For a control technique to be useful for optical computing

-, applications, it must be acce%,hlc at nmodcst optical encrgpe%
Table I shows that absorption-assisted STRS has the highet
lain and therefore is the best candidate for low energy opera-

l ff. 11O1.,1d1 so fer salsouleess usn Is)q lal ,n. tion. The tabulated gain coefficient is 0. 2 cm/MW. although adl o ai IN walss oplesu. lain of 0.8 cnMW has been observed experimentally using

1 dye in CCI 4 liquid. 4" (The measured gain coefficient tor
CCI, is in agreement with theoretical predictions.) Examina-
tion of Eq. (I) shows that since amplification is highet for

the line focus, and therefore threshold is first reached in a high optical intensity, one might expect lowest thresholds Ior
direction that is at 900 with respect to the axis of the incident a tightly focused Gaussian ITEM..,) laser beam. A meore care-
laser beam. ful examination of the focusing of a Gaussian proile beam

Note that the density wave that is amplified in the inter- shows, however, that the length of the focus 1. which repre-
action of Fig. I using spherical optics has its isodensity planes sents the interaction length, decreasei as the square of the
perpendicular to the directions of propagation of the optical focused beam diameter due to diflraction. 7 It can be ca. ly
radiation Ii.e.. the k-vector of the phase grating is at W and shown that
the k-vectos of the incident and scattered radiation are at t"
and 180. respectively). Theory shows7 that lain for stimu- 810 - "- - 161
lated scattering follows a sin (0/2) dependence such that A
backscaterini dominates over forward scattering. The use of
cylindrical optics utilizes (and amplifies) density wave% where P, is the power in a TEM., laser beam of wavelength
whose isodensity plane are at 45* with respect to the laser X. Note that the exponential amplification is independent of
beam axis (i.e.. the grating k-vector is at 45* and the k-veclors the focused beam %ie and the interaction length.
of the incident and scattered radiation are at tW and 401. Uing the more conservative value lo o 0.2 cmMW and
respectively). By symmetry. neither direction along the line taking A to be 0.3 ILm. significant gains should be realized for
focus is preferred. and bidirectional stimulated %catering is laser powers in excess of about Ul( W Actual switching
expected. A unidirectional output might he obtained by sim- should require one to two more orders of magnitude of optical
ply placing a mimr in one of the heamns of %cattcrmd light in power. but since the switching time tlor %I RS i% ,n the ,mler
order to fold it back to the interaction region for further of nanoseconds. the switching energy in seen to be on the
amplification. The use of conical optics as shown in Fig. 3(b) order of several microjoules. These power and energy re-
can also provide unidirectional off-axis output since gain is quirments are modest and may he improved upon if more
higher in the back direction than in the forward. ellicient materials and techniques are developed.

Switching and amplification functions can be implemented The cylindrical geometry offers such an improvement in
in the off-axis direction by proper choice of the magnitude of optical efficiency. Again assuming a TEM., laser beam and
the incident or pump radiation. The off-axis geometries diffraction-limited optics. one can determine that
should exhibit those sgame characteristics depicted in Fig. 2.
Consider the following four optical control functions: IM- op [ 0 7

(a) Self-switching. If the pump radiation exceeds threshold. J
then the radiation is coupled efficiently to an off-axis
direction. for a cylindrical lens. where f/D is the effective f-number of

(b) Conrrol switching. If the pump radiation is below thresh- the cylindrical lens being used. The improvement factor of
old but above the steady-staet value, then sigpal radliation cylindrical optics compared to spherical optics is the quantity
injected along the region of highest lain switches the in brackets. It should be possible to make the interaction
pump radiation from its on-axis propagation to off-axis length I. here the length of the line focus, much greater than
propalion. A. If a small enough f-number can be used without deleterious

() Amplification. If the pump radiation is well below thresh- effects due to diffraction. then the requirements on PL should
old. then signal radiation injected along the region of gain be considerably less then those computed above for spherical
is amplified by coupling energy fron the n-axis pump optics.
beam into the olf-axis direction of the signal beam. AhS1ptm-a.sisted kSI ItS is ttvt readily attained in liquid

(d) Optical rronsiswr. Operaing in the amplification mode. solvents to which an abomrbing dye has been added. Although
if the pump radiation is amplitude-modulaefd, since the inorganic and simple organic liquids (alcohols, acetone, etc i
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have been used tit attain STRS. it may he poiile tit tailtir huntlrcd- tiI wait% or lc'~'. Thc uSc of c. %Iindricil I4pi it% *)Iler
more coniplcx orgtii( % *ith dewiahle therinidnatiic parani- the p4)tCfltial for olf-axis geometries and lowcr optic.al ptusher
eters such as a high thermal expansion coefficient 13 or a high requirements.
molecular polarizahilitv in order to increase the gain
coefficient and therefore further loiser the power require- 6. AC KNOW LFA)G ENTIS
ments. Critical point phenonvena or critical opalescence con- This research was supported by the Advanced Research Proi-
ditions may be found that drastically modify the thermady- ects Agency of the Department' of Defense and was monsiorcd
namics such that STRS is enhanced. by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract

Nio F49620-84-C-0067.
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